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IM REVIEW:  MVAU SCHEDULE A LAND VALUATIONS  
 

Introduction 

1. At the recent MVAU land valuation workshop facilitated by the Commission and EY,1 the Board of 
Airline Representatives of New Zealand Inc. ("BARNZ") circulated and spoke to a presentation.2  
Among other things, that presentation set out BARNZ's views on the appropriate treatment of costs 
and timing allowances for rezoning in MVAU land valuations. 

2. The New Zealand Airports Association ("NZ Airports") and its members wish to take this opportunity to 
respond to the matters raised by BARNZ.  As was apparent at the workshop, NZ Airports does not 
agree with the views expressed in BARNZ's presentation.  That being the case, NZ Airports appreciates 
the opportunity to respond with its position, which it hopes will assist the Commission in preparing its 
draft decision. 

3. In this letter NZ Airports explains its views that: 

(a) BARNZ's interpretation of Schedule A is inconsistent with the economic concept of 
opportunity cost that underpins the Commission's approach to MVAU valuations; 

(b) Schedule A does not legally require costs and time allowance for rezoning of land from 
existing airport use to be incorporated into the MVAU valuation; 

(c) rather, the better view is that such costs and allowances should be disregarded when 
undertaking an MVAU (consistent with the economic concept that the airport does not 
exist), provided the highest and best alternative use ("HBAU") is permissible having regard 
to the existing zoning of the land surrounding the airport site; and 

(d) any clarification regarding the treatment of zoning costs under Schedule A must be to 
confirm that such costs should be excluded from the MVAU valuation.  

4. A report prepared for NZ Airports by Sapere, which outlines and explains the economic principles 
underlying the MVAU valuation approach, is provided at Appendix A.  This letter should be read in 
conjunction with that paper. 

 
1
 2 October 2015, Wellington Airport. 

2
 BARNZ, "Discussion of how zoning changes should be reflected in MVAU Schedule A Valuations", 2 October 2015. 



 

       

 

5. NZ Airports would be pleased to discuss any of the matters covered in this letter with the Commission 
(and/or EY) ahead of it releasing its draft decision. 

Schedule A and rezoning 

BARNZ's position 

6. BARNZ's presentation sets out its view that Schedule A clearly requires that the direct and indirect 
costs of obtaining necessary zoning changes from use of the land in providing aeronautical services to 
a notionally vacant site be incorporated into the valuation.  For example, BARNZ's presentation states:  

Schedule A requires the valuer to consider the costs of obtaining any necessary changes to 
zoning or designations to allow the use to be converted to its alternative use... 

The direct and indirect costs of obtaining the necessary zoning changes are part of the costs of 
developing the land and need to be reflected in the valuation. 

7. NZ Airports interprets Schedule A differently.  In our view: 

(a) the economic concepts underlying the Commission's approach to MVAU under Schedule A 
require rezoning from airport use to be disregarded.  As noted in the Commission's Input 
Methodologies ("IMs") Reasons Paper:3 

When undertaking an MVAU valuation, the airport land must therefore be 
assumed to be vacant and unencumbered by any airport related improvements. 

(b) the better legal interpretation of Schedule A is that this approach should be adopted; and 

(c) if the Commission was to amend Schedule A to require BARNZ's desired approach, it would 
amount to a change that is inconsistent with the valuation approach that the Commission 
has adopted to meet the Part 4 purpose statement.     

Economic concepts  

8. NZ Airports' interpretation of Schedule A is consistent with the appropriate economic concept of 
opportunity cost and the approach that we believe was intended by the Commission.   

9. As the Commission explained in its IM Reasons Paper, the valuation approach that is most clearly 
consistent with promoting outcomes consistent with outcomes produced in workably competitive 
markets is the opportunity cost concept.4 

10. Sapere's report, at Appendix A, explains in further detail how the economic principles underlying the 
MVAU valuation approach adopted by the Commission is only achieved through the exclusion of the 
costs and any time allowance associated with rezoning the land from its use for aeronautical activities.  
The Sapere paper also demonstrates, among other things, that such an approach: 

(a) promotes outcomes consistent with those in workably competitive markets; 

(b) promotes outcomes that provide suppliers with incentives to invest and innovate;  

(c) is consistent with the Commission's approach to the conceptually similar issue of 
remediation costs;  and 

 
3
 IM Reasons Paper, at paragraph 4.3.73. 

4
 IM Reasons Paper, at paragraph 4.3.2. 



 

       

 

(d) ensures that a downward adjustment in the MVAU valuation does not result in a lower 
valuation when land is used for an airport compared to the value of the land in its 
surrounding use, which is contrary to both the Commission's objectives for the valuation  
and outcomes in workably competitive markets. 

The better interpretation of Schedule A 

11. If the Commission does not amend Schedule A in relation to costs associated with the conversion of 
the land from airport use, then, despite BARNZ's views to the contrary, it will remain appropriate to 
exclude such costs from MVAU valuations.  The Commission has confirmed that this approach 
complies with Schedule A.5   

12. That being the case, NZ Airports does not understand the Commission to now be revisiting the 
airports' compliance with Schedule A.  Indeed, to do so at this point would raise a serious matter to be 
addressed outside of the IM Review process.  Yet that is what BARNZ appears to be alleging on the 
basis of an incorrect interpretation of Schedule A.   

13. Among other things, BARNZ's interpretation in support of its position on zoning costs places undue 
reliance on explanatory notes, which it seeks to read as creating mandatory prescribed 
"requirements." That, however, is at odds with Clause A1(4) of Schedule A, which provides: 

In this schedule, requirements that must be applied by a valuer are accompanied by 
explanatory notes which provide interpretative guidance in applying the requirements.  
(emphasis added) 

It is thus clear that it is the "requirements" in Schedule A that prescribe obligations on valuers; not the 
explanatory notes (which instead provide useful guidance on how the requirements are to be applied). 

14. There are no requirements in Schedule A that impose an obligation to include the costs of, or time 
allowance for, obtaining an alternative zoning for the land in the MVAU valuation.  To the contrary: 

(a) Clause A9(a) requires that the land must be valued as "aggregated and notionally vacant."6 

(b) Clause A9(b) requires the valuer to "have regard to designation, zoning and other district 
plan and legal requirements applying to the land".  NZ Airports understands that this 
requirement is intended to ensure that valuers have regard to criteria which will determine 
what alternative uses the land could credibly be used for if the airport did not exist 
(consistent with the guidance provided in explanatory notes 3 and 4).  Indeed, explanatory 
note 4 elaborates on clause A9(b) by explaining that "the valuer should also consider the 
likelihood of the designation being uplifted or the land rezoned, and costs (if any) likely to be 
involved in this".  A requirement to "have regard to" matters is a long way from prescribing a 
specific requirement for the inclusion of zoning costs associated with converting the land 
from airport use.     

 
5
 See Commerce Commission, Summary and analysis of Wellington Airport’s third price setting event, 30 June 2015, at 29, 37-38, 

and A14 to A16 where the Commission concluded, inter alia: "The approach to land valuation employed by Wellington Airport is 
consistent with the input methodologies for aspects of the land valuation where the input methodologies specify an approach" 
(emphasis added). See also, Commerce Commission, Final report to the Ministers of Commerce and Transport on how effectively 
information disclosure regulation is promoting the purpose of Part 4 for Auckland Airport, 31 July 2013 at E23.1. 
6
 Explanatory guidance to clause A9(a), provided in explanatory note A9(14), indicates that this involves an assumption that the site 

is vacant and unencumbered by any airport-related improvements. 



 

       

 

(c) Clauses A9(d) and (e) require the valuer to exclude, respectively, airport conversion costs 
and remediation expenditure.  As explained in Sapere's report, it would be illogical to require 
different treatments for remediation and zoning costs. 

15. BARNZ's interpretation of clause A10 is also problematic.  None of the requirements cited by BARNZ7 
require the costs and timing for rezoning to be included in the MVAU valuation.  Again, NZ Airports' 
interpretation is that consideration of existing zoning of land surrounding the airports is relevant to 
determining the most probable alternative use.   

16. It follows that a proper interpretation of Schedule A does not support BARNZ's conclusion that the 
costs of obtaining the necessary zoning changes are required to be reflected in the MVAU valuation.  
Schedule A does, however, permit the approach that the Commission intended to be adopted under 
ID, which does not require costs and time allowances for rezoning to be reflected in MVAU valuations. 

Commission's approach is to exclude rezoning  

17. This approach has been consistently applied by the Commission from as far back as the 2002 inquiry 
into airfield activities ("Airfield Inquiry"), from which the Schedule A opportunity costs approach was 
developed.   

18. In the Airfields Inquiry the Commission focussed on the concept of opportunity cost on the basis that it 
provided the appropriate signals to either continue operating the land in its existing use or to put the 
land to an alternative use, and also the appropriate incentives for new investment.8   There is no 
indication from the Airfield Inquiry that the Commission intended to require the costs and time 
associated with rezoning to be taken account of in valuations. Indeed, having adopted that conceptual 
approach, the Commission reviewed and adjusted land valuations for each of Auckland, Wellington 
and Christchurch airports; and in none of those valuations were costs and time allowances associated 
with zoning changes factored into the valuations.  

19. In developing the IMs the Commission affirmed its adherence to that approach (based on the 
opportunity cost principle) and continued to refine and clarify its approach.9  For example in its IMs 
Discussion Paper, the Commission confirmed its pursuit of the MVAU methodology adopted in the 
Airfield Inquiry: 10 

The Commission’s preliminary view is that a similar approach to that employed for the Airports 
Inquiry should be adopted where opportunity cost-based valuations are required. 

20. That view was repeated in the Commission's Emerging Views paper.11  Similarly, the Input 
Methodologies Draft Reasons Paper reproduced the approach pursued by the Commission in the 
Airfield Inquiry, whereby rezoning was only relevant to determining whether alternative uses for the 
land were permissible.12 

The relevant alternative use for land may differ from Airport to Airport, and may depend on 
the underlying zoning (or future rezoning) of the land. Potential alternative uses are 

 
7
 Clauses A10(c), (e) and (f).   

8 Airfield Inquiry Report, at  para 33. 
9
 By way of example, in 2002, the Commission’s view (para 5.119) was the land’s opportunity cost “…should be assessed at the 

highest alternative use value, with that being the higher of the value with or without the sealed surfaces (the latter incorporating 
the costs and benefits of removing the sealed surfaces).”  In the IMs and as reflected in Schedule A, the land is valued as notionally 
vacant and unencumbered by any airport related improvements, including sealed surfaces (Schedule A A9 (14) and (15) (a)).  This is 
more consistent with the hypothetical construct that the airport never existed. 
10

 Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies Discussion Paper, 19 June 2009,  at 10.64 
11

 Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Emerging Views Paper, 23 December 2009, at p 33. 
12

  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Draft Reasons, 31 May 2010, at 4.3.24. 



 

       

 

residential, commercial, industrial and rural. In assessing MVAU for each Airport, assumptions 
will be required around which uses would be permissible in light of the likely zoning if the 
Airport were to cease operating. (emphasis added) 

21. We nevertheless appreciate that the Commission is minded to clarify Schedule A given the differences 
in views on how it should currently be interpreted.  In those circumstances, NZ Airports considers that 
any clarification should prescribe a requirement that time and costs associated with removing zoning 
specific to airport use are excluded from the MVAU valuation.  The starting point is the zoning most 
likely to apply if the airport did not exist.  It could also be clarified that, if the zoning required for the 
HBAU differed from the zoning most likely to be in place if the airport did not exist, then the costs of 
rezoning from notionally vacant status to that required for the HBAU should be included in the costs 
(NZ Airports would be pleased to provide the Commission with suggested amendments to Schedule A 
to achieve this outcome.) 

22. On the other hand, amending Schedule A to align with BARNZ's (erroneous) interpretation of Schedule 
A would amount to a material change in approach by the Commission, which in our view would be 
inconsistent with the applicable economic concepts under the Part 4 purpose statement (that is, it 
would not be a mere clarification).  Any such amendments to the IMs would need to be fully assessed 
by the Commission as such.  In that regard, NZ Airports notes that the Commission's view in its 
decision-making framework paper that the current IMs will only be changed where this appears likely 
to:13 

(a) promote the Part 4 purpose more effectively; 

(b) promote the purpose of IMs more effectively; or 

(c) significantly reduce compliance costs, other regulatory costs or complexity. 

Commission ought to confirm MVAU approach 

23. The purpose of the IMs is to promote certainty.  This fast track work-stream in the review should, in NZ 
Airports' submission, ensure that is the case by affirming the existing approach to MVAU, including the 
exclusion of costs and time associated with rezoning from use as an airport.  As was clear at the land 
valuation workshop, the treatment of these costs could be a material driver of differing views on 
valuations - and so affirmation of the Commission's intended and current approach will address a 
significant aspect of such purported variation. 

Range of variation 

24. There was consensus at the land valuation workshop that the focus should be on the process 
undertaken to produce valuations (which will drive the integrity of the valuation arrived at).  However, 
if the Commission is minded to further explore apparent variations in competing valuations, then it will 
need to review relevant New Zealand case law on variation on land valuations.  The advice recorded in 
the IM Review problem definition paper that a 10% range would be a "more acceptable range"14 is not 
consistent with New Zealand case law, where the primary focus is on the process followed (and not 
the number produced), and, to the extent variation in valuations is relevant, has found the acceptable 
range to be much greater than 10%. 

 
13

  Commerce Commission, Developing decision-making frameworks for the current input methodologies review and for considering 
changes to the input methodologies more generally (Discussion Draft), 22 July 2015, at paragraph 24, Attachment A, paragraph 5. 
14

 Commerce Commission,  Invitation to Contribute to Problem Definition, June 2015, at paragraph 307.3. 



 

       

 

No retrospective application of changes 

25. At the land valuation workshop Commission staff sought views on how any changes to the IM might be 
implemented (ie prospective or otherwise).  While that discussion was framed by categorising 
potential changes as a spectrum of options, we see the issue as more binary.   The only circumstances 
in which any retrospective valuations could reasonably be required are if the MVAU valuations carried 
out by the airports are found to be non-compliant (and, as above, we do not understand this to be in 
issue).   

Purpose of IMs 

26. First, retrospective application of changes to Schedule A would be inconsistent with the statutory 
purpose of IMs, which requires the Commission to take a forward-looking approach.  Section 52R of 
the Act provides that the purpose of IMs is to promote certainty for suppliers and consumers in 
relation to the rules, requirements, and processes applying to the regulation of goods or services 
under Part 4.15 

27. Indeed, it was explicitly stated in the Explanatory Note to the Commerce Amendment Bill, which 
introduced Part 4 of the Act that "the Bill seeks to put in place a modern, flexible and forward-looking 
regulatory regime."16 

28. The use of a forward-looking approach is key to achieving the regulatory certainty (or put otherwise, 
avoiding regulatory uncertainty) required under section 52R of the Act.  This was emphasised, more 
generally, by the High Court in the Merits Review: 17 

There is no doubt at all, given the legislative history and the terms of Part 4 itself, that 
increased certainty – in all the senses we have mentioned – is an important object of Part 4 

taken in general, and of IMs in particular. 

29. The High Court also noted the importance of certainty for promoting investment and innovation:18 

Increased certainty...was central to ensuring appropriate incentives to invest in infrastructure 
and to innovate would exist. 

30. In addition, the Commission has also recognised that, irrespective of the statutory objectives, 
regulators' actions can play a role in increasing certainty. Some of the "desirable characteristics" or 
"implementation principles relating to good regulatory practice" the Commission lists are: 
effectiveness and efficiency, consistency, and predictability.19  

31. Furthermore, the Ministry of Economic Development recognised that retrospective regulation is 
undesirable because it:20 

(a) is contrary to basic principles of justice; 

(b) does not encourage efficiency; 

(c) reduces investor confidence; and 

 
15

 Commerce Act 1986, section 52R.  
16

 Commerce Amendment Bill, Explanatory Note, at p 9. 
17

 Wellington International Airport Ltd and Ors v Commerce Commission [2013] NZHC 3289 at [221]. 
18

 Wellington International Airport Ltd and Ors v Commerce Commission [2013] NZHC 3289 at [687]. 
19

  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies Discussion Paper, 19 June 2009, at paragraph 2.73. 
20

 Commerce Amendment Bill, Report of the Ministry of Economic Development, 4 July 2008, at p 6. 



 

       

 

(d) is contrary to Government policy objectives regarding the importance of investment. 

32. Retrospective application of any changes to Schedule A would lead to all of those undesirable 
outcomes.   

Presumption against retrospective effect 

33. Secondly, the position that IMs are forward-looking is consistent with the general presumption that 
legislation is to be applied prospectively.  The Interpretation Act 1999 provides for a prospective 
interpretation of all legislation and codifies the long standing presumption against retrospectivity 
which existed at common law:21 

(a) section 6 provides that "an enactment applies to circumstances as they arise"; and 

(b) section 7(1) provides that legislation must be interpreted "as applying to circumstances as 
they arise". 

34. The Legislation Advisory Committee Guidelines ("Guidelines") state that where retrospective effect is 
intended, that intent must be clearly set out in the legislation and must also be capable of 
justification.22  Further, the Guidelines state that retrospective matters should ideally (or in some cases 
only) be addressed in primary legislation.23  The IMs are, of course, a form of delegated legislation.   

35. There is nothing within the text of Part 4 or the IM determination to rebut the general presumption 
against retrospectivity.  In those circumstance, it would be concerning for the Commission to act at 
odds with those paramount legislative principles.  Moreover, retrospective implementation would 
establish a precedent that all IM amendments are subject to retrospective application.  This would 
materially undermine regulatory certainty as it could not be known in advance what changes will be 
implemented retrospectively. 

36. Rather, the continued success of, and confidence placed in, the ID regime can only be preserved 
through changes to the IMs having prospective effect, and only being made when the criteria referred 
to above in paragraph 22 above are demonstrably satisfied. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

Kevin Ward 
Chief Executive 
New Zealand Airports Association 

 
 

 
21

 Interpretation Act 1999, ss 6, 7(1).  
22

 Legislation Advisory Committee, Guidelines on Process and Content of Legislation, 2014 edition at paragraph 44. 
23

 Legislation Advisory Committee, Guidelines on Process and Content of Legislation, 2014 edition at paragraph 13.1. 
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1. Introduction 

A key point of discussion at the Commerce Commission airport land valuation methodology 
workshop on Friday 2 October 2015 concerned how potential zoning changes should be 
reflected in Market Value Alternative Use (MVAU) valuations under Schedule A of the Input 
Methodologies.  During the discussion, the Board of Airline Representatives New Zealand 
Inc (BARNZ) spoke to a pack of PowerPoint slides.1  This report comments, from the 
perspective of economics, on the views presented by BARNZ. 

1.1 The issue 
Schedule A of the Commerce Act (Specified Airport Services Input Methodologies) 
Determination 2010 requires airport land to be valued as if the land were put to its highest 
and best alternative use.  This valuation approach is termed MVAU.2  Schedule A 2 says: 

MVAU means the value of land in its highest and best alternative use, which is equal to 
the likely market price paid for the land by a developer or investor and is determined in 
accordance with the formula- 

Gross realisations or est imated value of the land – allowance for applicable development 
costs 

Development costs are defined to: 

Include all relevant construction costs, holding costs and the developer’s or investor’s profit 
and risk; and 

Exclude – 

(i) The value of costs required to convert the land for the supply of specified airport 
services; and 

(ii) Any allowance for remediation expenditure. 

BARNZ, with reference to explanatory note A9(4) and clause A 10(c), say that the 
development costs deducted from the estimated value of land should include any direct and 
indirect costs related to rezoning the land from airport use to an assumed alternative use.   

The Airports say that the valuer should begin with the proposition that the airport, and 
therefore airport zoning, does not exist.  The starting point for the valuer should be the likely 
zoning that would be in place in the event that the airport did not exist.  In determining the 
highest and best alternative use, the valuer would consider the likely cost of any zoning 

                                                      

1  Discussion of How Zoning Changes Should be Reflected in MVAU Schedule A Valuation, CC Valuation 
Workshop, 2 October 2015, BARNZ. 

2  Commerce Act (Specified Airport Services Input Methodologies) Determination 2010, Schedule A [Schedule 
A], A 1. 
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changes, as well as any other development costs, required for the land to be developed, from 
its state absent the airport, to the chosen highest and best alternative use.3   

In the following section, I review the economic analysis and reasoning undertaken by the 
Commission in developing its Input Methodologies.  I then apply this analysis and reasoning 
to assess whether deducting - from the estimated value of land in its alternative use - an 
estimate of direct and indirect costs related to rezoning the land from airport use would be 
consistent with the Commission’s interpretation of the Part 4 Purpose statement and the 
reasons published by the Commission in support of its Input Methodologies. 

                                                      

3  See for example, Auckland Airport, letter to the Commerce Commission, ‘Re: response to Darroch land 
valuation methodology review – zoning,’ 13 June 2013, page 2. 
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2. The Commission’s approach 

2.1 Objective benchmark for regulatory 
valuations 

For most businesses, the value of an asset depends on its expected profitability.  Regulatory 
asset values must instead be based on alternative approaches to valuation.  Rather than 
reflecting the profits that an airport expects to earn, regulatory asset values help determine 
the base line against which profitability can be assessed for the purposes of information 
disclosure. 

In arriving at its approach for valuing land, the Commission recognised two features of land: 

• land is potentially economically mobile between markets and is therefore generally a 
non-specialised asset4  

• unlike specialised assets, land tends to appreciate in value over time.5 

As changes in the value of land in an alternative use can be observed, the Commission 
concluded that “changes in the MVAU of land would provide a reasonable approximation 
for an appropriate measure of economic depreciation/appreciation.”6  The following section 
summarises the key insights and principles articulated by the Commission in support of its 
MVAU methodology.   

2.2 Part 4 purpose statement 

2.2.1 Promote outcomes consistent with workably 
competitive markets 

The starting point, for considering how any costs of rezoning land from airport use should 
be treated in a MVAU valuation for information disclosure, is the Commission’s 
interpretation of the Part 4 purpose statement and how it reflected that interpretation in its 
Input Methodologies.   

The Commission concluded that the central purpose is to be achieved by promoting 
outcomes consistent with those produced in workably competitive markets.  It designed the 
Input Methodologies “to promote, in the regulated markets, outcomes consistent with those 
in workably competitive markets such that the objectives set out in s 52A(1)(a)-(d) of the Act 

                                                      

4  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.2.3. 

5  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
C.2.4. 

6  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
C.2.4. 
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are achieved.”7  The objectives of (a) to (d) require suppliers to have incentives to invest and 
innovate, have incentives to improve efficiency and provide services at a quality required by 
consumers, share the benefits of efficiency gains with consumers, and limit excessive profits. 

The Commission found that not all of the objectives were equally relevant across all of the 
Input Methodologies.8  In setting asset valuation methodologies, the objectives for suppliers 
to have incentives to invest and innovate and for suppliers to be limited in their ability to 
extract excessive profits, will be especially relevant. 

Where practical constraints exist on the design of Input Methodologies, the Commission 
would favour the option likely to move outcomes closer towards (rather than further away 
from) outcomes consistent with workably competitive markets.9 

2.2.2 Land values in workably competitive markets 

Value as a non-specialised asset 
The Commission generally characterises land as a non-specialised asset, as land has many 
potential uses.10 

In considering outcomes from workably competitive markets, the Commission concluded 
that investors earn a return on a non-specialised asset which reflects its value in an alternative 
use.  Returns equate in this way as owners can boost potential returns by employing their 
non-specialised assets elsewhere if this is more profitable.11  The Commission observed:12   

This process of redeployment will tend to harmonise the values of similar assets employed in 
dif ferent activit ies through the economy. As a result , the expected profitability of an asset 
with multiple potential uses – i .e . a non-specialised asset – will generally ref lect its 
profitability in an alternative use which in turn will reflect i ts value in an alternative use. 

The Commission summed up this relationship: “Put another way, the net cash flow derivable 
in each use would be similar”.13  

                                                      

7  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
2.4.4.   

8  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
2.4.17.   

9  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
2.4.18.   

10  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.2.3. 

11  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
2.4.18.   

12  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.2.18. 

13  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, footnote 165. 
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Specialised aspects of land used as an airport 
While land is a non-specialised asset the Commission recognised, that once used as an 
airport, an interdependency would exist between the value of the land and specialised 
investments closely tied to the land.  A specialised asset is an asset with little or no value in 
an alternative use.  In the case of land, the Commission viewed investments that do not 
contribute to the value of land in an alternative use as specialised.14 

Where an aspect of an asset is specialised, ‘the minimum payment necessary to keep an asset 
in its current employment’ may diverge from the amount ‘paid by the user’ for the asset.15  
Specialised investments closely tied to land create impediments, or frictions, to the transfer 
of land; that is, the specialised investment creates barriers to entry and exit to the supply of 
services in the relevant market.  The presence of these barriers to entry and exit mean the 
value of assets in one market may not be a good proxy for its value in another market.16 

The Commission therefore distinguished, and dealt with separately, the specialised aspects of 
investment in airport services so as to establish land values consistent with outcomes from 
workable competition.  Examples of the Commission separating the specialised effects from 
the land for the purposes of valuation include: 

• land conversion costs which did not contribute to the value of the land in an alternative 
use are taken into the regulatory asset base as a separate, specialised asset, and 
amortized17 

• costs that would be incurred in remediating that land so that it could be used for the 
alternative purpose are excluded from the valuation18 

• the Commission rejected an argument that, because airport land could not be sold 
without loss of profit associated with specialised assets, there should be a downward 
adjustment to land values.19 

The effect of these decisions is that “when undertaking an MVAU valuation, the airport land 
must therefore be assumed to be vacant and unencumbered by any airport related 

                                                      

14  The Commission for example generally ignored past land conversion costs such as levelling on the basis that 
the levelled land is typically more valuable than unlevelled land, see Commerce Commission, Input 
Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 4.2.62. 

15  In its Airport Inquiry Report, the Commission referred to the amount paid by the user of an asset not 
differing much from the minimum amount needed to keep the asset employed in its current use, but 
consistent with the advice of its experts did not make this assumption in its Reasons Paper, see Final Report: 
Part IV Inquiry into Airfield Activities at Auckland, Wellington, and Christchurch International Airports, 1 August 
2002, paragraphs 5.12 and 5.13 

16  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.1. 

17  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.66. 

18  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.72 

19  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, footnote 203. 
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improvements.20  The value of this vacant land, unencumbered by airport related 
improvements, would, in a workably competitive market, broadly reflect its MVAU.21 

The Commission had, through considering outcomes consistent with workably competitive 
markets, arrived at a valuation method which recognised that land: 

• unencumbered by airport specific investments would be economically mobile and hence 
the MVAU of that land would provide an outcome consistent with valuation outcomes 
of workably competitive markets  

• would tend to appreciate in value over time and this change in value would be reflected 
in the changing MVAU of that unencumbered land. 

2.3 Economic principles for interpreting 
Schedule A 

The discussion above of the Commission’s reasons for its chosen Inputs Methodologies can 
be distilled to several principles for evaluating the correct approach to MVAU valuations 
under Schedule A.  The preferred interpretation should result in a valuation method that: 

• promotes outcomes consistent with those in workably competitive markets such that 
the objectives of s 52A(1)(a)-(d) are achieved;  

• means the outcomes promoted should, in particular, provide suppliers with incentives 
to invest and innovate and are limited in their ability to extract excessive profits 

• in relation to land valuation, these objectives will be promoted where: 

 investors earn a return on land used for a regulatory purpose at least equal to its 
value in an alternative use; that is, the net cash flow derivable in each use would be 
similar 

 when assessing the returns earned on airport land, the land is valued 
unencumbered by specialised airport investments. 

The following section assesses against these principles the valuation approaches that would 
result from the interpretations of Schedule A preferred by BARNZ and that preferred by the 
airports.  The section cross-checks this analysis by comparison with the Commission’s 
approach to conceptually similar issues. 

                                                      

20  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.73. 

21  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.55. 
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3. Assessment against principles in 
Commission’s Reasons paper 

3.1 Consistent with workably competitive 
outcomes 

3.1.1 Airport zoning is a specialised investment 
A central tenet of the valuation approach adopted by the Commission for non-specialised 
assets is that, in workably competitive markets, investors earn a return on a non-specialised 
asset at least equal to its value in an alternative use.22  To establish the value of land, as a non-
specialised asset and hence potentially economically mobile between markets, the land must 
be valued as vacant and unencumbered by airport specific improvements. 

The zoning required for land to be used for an airport is a specialised investment; the zoning 
is necessary for the airport to be used to provide airport services but has no value in an 
alternative use.  The zoning is an economic barrier to entry and exit.  A valuation method 
which adjusts downward the value of the land for the costs of removing this specialised 
investment would attempt to account for an outcome of this barrier to exit; the adjustment 
would move outcomes further away from, rather than closer towards, outcomes consistent 
with those in workably competitive markets.   

3.1.2 Valuation where surrounding use reflects highest 
and best alternative use 

Conceptually, the correct economic treatment of rezoning costs is simplest to work through 
where the existing use of land surrounding the airport would be the highest and best use of 
the land absent the airport.  To illustrate, assume an airport purchased additional land for 
aeronautical activities for $100 million; this price reflects its value in its highest and best non-
aeronautical use.  The airport spends $20 million to have the land zoned as an airport.  For 
this example, assume that this cost of $20 million also represents the best estimate of the 
costs in time and money that would be incurred if the land was rezoned from airport use so 
that it could be used for an alternative use. 

The airports’ application of Schedule A would recognise two assets which would equal the 
$120 million cash paid: 

• the cash cost of the land at $100 million 

• the cash cost of $20 million for airport zoning, which would be amortised. 

                                                      

22  The Commission, and most expert submissions, recognised that land may earn a premium in its best use 
(Richardian rents) but that there was no objective basis for determining this premium. 
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Applying BARNZ’s interpretation would result in assets totalling only $100 million being 
recognised: 

• the land at $80 million (the cash cost of the land less the estimated cost to rezone the 
land for best alternative use) 

• the cash cost of $20 million incurred to zone the land as an airport. 

The calculations are shown in table 1 below: 

Table 1: Illustrative example of investment in land for airport use 

 
Application of 
Airports’ view 

Application of 
BARNZ’s view 

Cash paid for land  $100 million $100 million 

Estimated cost to rezone land for best 
alternative use 

($20 million) 

Initial value of land in Information 
Disclosure 

$100 million $80 million 

Cash paid to zone land for airport use 
(amortised over useful life) 

$20 million $20 million 

Total asset value in airport use $120 million $100 million 

 

As this simple example illustrates, reducing the MVAU valuation for the costs that would be 
incurred to rezone the airport – that is to unencumber the land from its use as an airport – 
would result in a lower valuation of the land when used as an airport from the value of the 
land in its surrounding use.  This downward adjustment would be made simply because the 
land was being used for a specialised purpose.   

This downward adjustment would be contrary to the objectives the Commission set for the 
valuation and would not reflect an outcome consistent with outcomes in workably 
competitive markets. 

3.1.3 Valuation where highest and best alternative use is 
different from surrounding use   

One of the strengths of the MVAU recognised by the Commission is that the approach 
accepts that the highest and best use of the land may change over time.  To illustrate, assume 
that initially the surrounding land of an airport is used for pastoral farming and this use 
forms the likely highest and best alternative use.  The value of the land may change over time 
with the prospects for commodity prices and may at times be predominantly be used for 
sheep or for beef without rezoning costs being an issue for the valuation.   

However, if over time the demand increases for land for other uses, such as commercial and 
residential, the highest and best use of the land absent the airport may be less obvious.  
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Economic analysis may conclude that the highest and best alternative use of the land is no 
longer the surrounding uses (in this example pastoral farming), but another use (in this 
example, mixed commercial and residential).  In assessing which of these alternative uses – 
pastoral farming or mixed commercial and residential – is the highest and best alternative 
use, the valuer would consider the costs of developing the unencumbered land to meet the 
emerging demand for mixed commercial and residential demand.  If rezoning from 
agricultural use to mixed commercial and residential would be required, then this cost, along 
with other development costs, would be relevant to assessing whether mixed commercial and 
residential use would be the likely highest and best alternative use.23  In this way, the MVAU 
allows for the dynamics of workably competitive markets.   

Hence, the required ‘thought experiment’ involves asking, if the airport did not exist, for 
what alternatives could the land be used?  The starting premise is that the land is vacant and 
available to be used for a purpose other than the airport.  Its value, for use as an airport, can 
then be assessed as at least equal to its maximum value in this alternative use – its 
opportunity cost.  As the Commission observed, “the value of a non-specialised asset will be 
similar to the cost of replacing the asset with an equivalent asset that is redeployed from an 
alternative activity.”24  

3.2 Incentives for efficient investment 
Deducting, from the MVAU, the costs of rezoning the land from its specialised use as an 
airport would not be consistent with airports having incentives to invest efficiently.  An 
airport acquiring land would be required to pay at least the value of that land in its alternative 
use.  If the valuation method for airport land required the cost of rezoning land from use as 
an airport to be deducted from the MVAU, this newly acquired parcel of land would be 
taken into the RAB at a lower value than it cost the investor as illustrated in table 1 above.  
Such a reduction in value would clearly not be consistent with airports having efficient 
incentives to invest.   

3.3 Limiting excessive profits 
The Commission concluded that in workably competitive markets, the expected profitability 
of an asset with multiple potential uses – a non-specialised asset such as land – will generally 
reflect its profitability in an alternative use.  The Commission formalised this relationship 
between the value of land used as an airport and the value of land in its next best use as 
follows: the net cash flow derivable in each use would be similar.25 

Deducting costs for rezoning land from its specialised use as an airport from the value of 
land used as an airport would not meet this test as: 

                                                      

23  Again, no deduction should be made for the costs of removing the specialised zoning of the land as an 
airport. 

24  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.2.19. 

25  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, footnote 165. 
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 Cash flow for airport use    Cash flow for alternative use 

 (MVAU less rezoning costs) x WACC   <    MVAU x WACC 

The deduction of zoning costs would mean that pricing based on the lower valuation would 
push returns below what would have been achieved had the land been used for its next best 
alternative use. 

3.4 Cross check against conceptually similar 
issue of remediation costs 

The Commission considered a conceptually similar issue in determining the Input 
Methodologies.  If land being used as an airport is to be converted to another use, then 
remediation work (as well as rezoning from its specialised use) may be required.  

The Commission compared two separate options when considering remediation costs in its 
Reasons paper – it considered recognising remediation costs when they are incurred at the 
end of the life of the airport, or requiring that expected remediation costs be estimated and 
deducted from the land value at the time an MVAU valuation is undertaken.26  

The Commission recognised that, in theory, the NPV of the disclosed cash flows over the 
whole period could be the same in both cases.  Both approaches would be the same in NPV 
terms if perfect information existed both as to the expected end date of the airport and the 
cost of remediation that would be incurred at that future date.  If this information were 
known, then an amount equal to this discounted value could be recognised in the current 
year, or amortised over the remaining life of the asset.  

However, the present value of such costs are highly uncertain, as emphasised by Dr Layton 
in a submission on behalf of BARNZ:27 

They are of imprecise magnitude that may or may not be incurred at some indeterminate 
point in the future, depending on whether and what events do or do not occur in the future.  
More specif ically, by definition, transformation costs will not be incurred unless and until 
land currently used for airports services is converted to an alternative use. 

Dr Layton concluded that the time to recognise remediation costs would be when such costs 
become probable (at which time the cost would become a depreciable asset).  The 
Commission concluded against deducting the (discounted) anticipated remediation costs as it 
would be inconsistent with Airports having the appropriate incentives to invest.28   

                                                      

26  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.69. 

27  Dr Brent Layton, Input Methodologies: Response to Selected Issues Raised by the Commerce Commission Post-Emerging 
Views Workshop, Report to BARNZ, 8 March 2010, 2.’ 

28  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.72. 
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These same arguments apply equally to the anticipated cost of rezoning land from its use as 
an airport to an alternative use: 

• the timing and amount of the cost is highly uncertain (the approach suggested by 
BARNZ of deducting current estimates of the cost would not achieve the NPV 
neutrality, as shown in table 1 and section 3.3 above)  

• reducing the RAB value of land to recognise either anticipated remediation or rezoning 
costs necessary for the land to be used for an alternative use would discourage airports 
from undertaking airport investments that are too costly to reverse in the future.29   

                                                      

29  Commerce Commission, Input Methodologies (Airport Services) Reasons Paper, 22 December 2010, paragraph 
4.3.72. 
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4. Conclusion 

Central to the valuation approach adopted by the Commission for non-specialised assets is 
that, in workably competitive markets, investors earn a return on a non-specialised asset at 
least equal to its value in an alternative use.  To establish the value of land, as a non-
specialised asset and hence potentially economically mobile between markets, the land must 
be valued as vacant and unencumbered by airport specific improvements. 

The zoning required for land to be used for an airport is a specialised investment; the zoning 
is necessary for the airport to be used to provide airport services but has no value in an 
alternative use.  The zoning is an economic barrier to entry and exit.  A valuation method 
which adjusts downward the value of the land for the costs of removing this specialised 
investment would attempt to account for an outcome of this barrier to entry and exit; the 
adjustment would move outcomes further away from, rather than closer towards, outcomes 
consistent with those in workably competitive markets.  Such a valuation method would not 
provide suppliers with incentives for efficient investment, since the value of the acquired 
land would be taken into the RAB below what it cost the investor.  If prices were set based 
on the reduced valuation, the net cash flow of land in its current use as an airport would be 
less than its profitability in an alternative use. 


